PVF Roundtable Sponsorship Opportunities 2020 Houston, Texas

Network Events 5 Per Year Now

Each quarter (February, May, August, September) plus a December Holiday Party, the members of the Pipe Valve and Fitting community gather at the Bell Tower on 34th or the Westchase Marriott to enjoy our networking events. Our membership is made up of over 220 Member Companies representing Manufacturers, Distributors, Engineering Firms, and End-Users. Each of our 2019 meetings attracted between 350 and 550 people. Our October meeting is a sit-down dinner and special guest speakers. The last several years have included Terry Bradshaw and Mike Rowe. Our guest speakers have been donated by incredibly generous members Wolseley/Ferguson and Weldbend Corp.

Sponsorship opportunities exist for each of our 2020 meetings. The net proceeds of sponsorships (we have to pay the bar tab) all go towards our Scholarships. This year alone we awarded $250,000 in Scholarships. There are currently 7 schools receiving Scholarship Funds from the PVF Roundtable Members. They include 4-year programs in Industrial Distribution and Engineering at Texas A & M and University of Houston. There are 5 Trade Schools we support with Scholarships also; San Jacinto, Houston Community College, Lamar Inst., ABC Construction and Lee College.

What kind of Sponsorships are available and how do I participate? It is really simple to be a sponsor. Most importantly - we restrict our sponsors to member companies.

Dinner Sponsors - $750.00 per meeting. You do not have to sign up for more than one meeting at a time. We certainly would accept your commitment to more than one meeting but is not required. For your sponsorship we will allow you to provide one marketing banner 32” X 79” to be displayed during the entire event. Below you will find a contact name and requirements to purchase a banner if you do not already have one. Also, your company name and sponsor type will be on your badges recognizing your participation in sponsoring.

Bar Sponsors - $2,500.00 per meeting. We do limit the bar sponsors to just three per meeting to maximize their exposure to our guests. You do not have to sign up for more than one meeting at a time. We certainly would accept your commitment to more than one meeting but is not required. For your sponsorship we will allow you to provide one marketing banner 32” X 79” to be displayed during the entire event. Below you will find a contact name and requirements to purchase a banner if you do not already have one. Also, your company name and sponsor type will be on your badges recognizing your participation in sponsoring.
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**Event Sponsors** – various levels to accommodate all budgets. Other sponsorship opportunities will arise during the year at our annual **Scholarship Golf Outing, Trout Blast Fishing Tournament, Young Professionals Network Events and Clay Shoot**. We will send out announcements and options as those events get planned by our committees.

**Why be a Sponsor?** - It is an incredibly effective way to show your support for an all-volunteer organization supporting the PVF Industry. Our Member Sponsors can maximize their visibility at the PVF Roundtable events with Banners. Their logos will appear all year long as they are recognized on our website for their support. **There are no other industry associations that attract as many attendees so many times per year to socialize, network and expand their contact base.**

Thank you for all of your continued support and we look forward to great networking sessions in 2020.

PVF Roundtable Board of Directors

Contact Sheryl Michalak at sheryl@woihouston.com if you wish to sponsor or have any additional questions

**BANNER DETAILS**

**Here are the dimensions for the banner.**

1. This will be a 4 color process use CMYK.
2. If you have a solid color or a background image make sure to have at least a .25” bleed on all sides.
3. Your logo should be in a vector format or at least a high enough resolution so it will print properly at a larger scale
4. Please have all fonts vector or outlined.
5. Overall banner dimension will be **32”x79”** (See Bleed Instruction Above)

Contact Ginger Restovic at grestovic@platformmgmt.com if you need help locating a vendor for your banner.